Bostik Floor Screed Range

1010 THICK FLOW

1020 FLOW

1010 THICK FLOW is a normal drying SLS for
layers from 8 to 50mm. Used indoors in apartments houses and offices primarily in new
buildings. For hard subfloors such as Concrete,
teils and other. Walkable after 2-4 hours.
C25 / F5

1020 FLOW is a normal drying SLS for layers
from 6 to 30mm. Used indoors in apartments
houses and offices primarily in new buildings
For hard subfloors such as Concrete, teils
and other. Walkable after 2-4 hours.
C25 / F6

1030 FLEXI

1050 FIBER

1030 FLEXI is a fast curing, selfdrying SLS
which is used in every type of buildings on
many different substrates and as a subfloor
for carpets, waterproofing, big teils In layers
3-20mm. Gives a very smooth surface
C30 / F7

1050 FIBER is a fast curing, selfdrying SLS
used for layers 6-50mm on many different
substrates and as a subfloor for substrates
when you want to apply carpets or waterproofing quickly C30 / F8

1015 DRY FLOW

3040 COMBI 10

1015 DRY FLOW is a pumpable Screed for concret substrates and leaves a surface ready for
teils. For layers 15-80mm
C30 / F5

3040 COMBI 10 Universal for handpatching.
Indoors for sloapes, levelling, repairs or fine
patching. On many different subfloors Fast
curing and Selfdrying. Between 1-50mm
C 30/ F6

1025 SUPERFLOW

2010 INDUSTRY

1025 SUPERFLOW is a easy flowing SLS with a
fine result for carpets or big teils. Why handpatching when you can use SLS Fast curing,
Selfdrying in layers 2-10mm
C25 / F8

2010 INDUSTRY is for Industrial and warehouse
surfaces. It´s for concrete substrates. For
estetical reasons it is recommended to applay
epoxi or put on top of it. For Layers 6-20mm
C 30 / F8
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